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A Polish designer, a graduate in interior design at the Uni-
versity of Applied Arts in Szczecin. During his studies he 
was three times awarded  the President’s scholarships for 
outstanding artistic talent.

The author of Social Swing, Booi and Alberi. Maciej works 
at the Academy of Art in Szczecin, where he runs the 
Bionics and Multidisciplinary Product Design workshop.

Social Swing Alberi Booi

Maciej 
Karpiak

Daily work is a constant challenge, meetings in a rush, dozens of issues to discuss, responsi-
ble decisions to make. Move your team from the conference room to a less standard meeting 
place like Social Swing and see how creativity of your employees is revived and teamwork 
improves.

Create with us a space where everyone feels safe and equal with others. Social Swing sub-
consciously increases creativity and makes everyone share their own, even the most unusu-
al, ideas. Bring some movement to your daily meetings and enjoy the benefits of swinging.

social swing philosophy
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social swing
round

Depending on the configuration, the furniture set 
can be used by 1 to 10 people at the same time. An 
example of arrangement for minimum 6 people in-
cludes four suspended armchairs and one double 
sofa. The maximum number of people is 10 with 
a system of five double sofas. One place must al-
ways remain free, allowing free passage. A single 
suspended armchair cannot be used by more than 
one person.
The recommended distance from the passageways 
should not be less than 80 cm from the maximum 
point of inclination of the armchair.
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social swing
double

The semi-open form of a double swing invites you 
inside, creating a properly soundproofed space. The 
furniture is supplemented with a table and can be 
used as a temporary place of work or rest.

Depending on the configuration, the furniture set can 
be used by 1 to 2 people at the same time. A single 
suspended armchair cannot be used by more than 
one person.

The recommended distance from the passageways 
should not be less than 80 cm from the maximum 
point of inclination of the armchair.
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social swing
single

Social Swing single helps you gather thoughts, re-
lax and calm down. It is an ideal product that will 
regenerate your mind during a short break.

A suspended armchair cannot be used by more than 
one person.

The recommended distance from the passageways 
should not be less than 80 cm from the maximum 
point of inclination of the armchair.
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let’s swing
Social Swing creates an informal meeting place that stimulates cre-
ativity, and at the same time brings the atmosphere of a park to the 
office space. It is here, in the atmosphere of free discussion, that the 
most inspiring ideas and surprising ideas can arise.

Light swinging perfectly calms emotions, stimulates concentration 
and promotes efficiency. The suspended seats promote movement 
and perception, spatial awareness, general fitness, social interaction 
and sensory integration, including the development of coordination 
and balance. Check for yourself how Social Swing will change your 
team.

Did you know that Social Swing…

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

supports the production of endorphins

helps you create new neural connections

develops better orientation in space

relaxes

soothes the deep feeling

stimulates creativity

is developed according to the idea of biophilic design

supports team building

can be a source of inspiration
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office product
Social Swing is a furniture set with suspended armchairs 

used inside buildings, and in office and public spaces.

technical tests
The product has been tested for strength and durability, 

structural stresses, loads, stability and safety.

safety
The furniture set does not need to be mounted to the 

floor. Each armchair is equipped with a nylon strap that 
limits the inclination of the armchair and increases the 

safety of its users and passers-by.

what makes 
social swing 

different?
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Spaces can be designed in a sociopetal or sociofugal way, that is in a way which promotes or 
discourages human interactions.

Social Swing is a perfect example of office furniture that supports communication and 
reduces the distance between people. The sociopetal space cannot be overloaded by visual 
or auditory stimuli, hence the acoustic properties of social swing additionally improve 
communication. In Social Swing everyone is equal, hence it is so easy to open up to the ideas 
of yourself and another person.

Social Swing also realizes the assumptions of Goffman’s theory – the office is a place where 
we can separate the stage and backstage – informal, casual conversations are held in the 
backstage.

sociofugal 
space

sociopetal 
space
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biophilic 
design
The Bejot products are the answer to an ever louder and more dy-
namic life. By supporting the biophilic objectives, we want to help, 
even the most busy ones, rebuild contact with nature and build 
a dynamic landscape of office and public spaces.

We are aware that offices can be loud and make you nervous. All 
the sounds around us can cause a loss of concentration, headaches 
and even irritation. However, you can overcome this by taking care 
of acoustics in the rooms you stay in.

Social Swing is a product that fits into the idea of biophilic design 
and ensures proper room acoustics.

tests show

that elements of nature in the office and good acoustics 
have a huge impact on employees*:

* C. Cooper, Human Spaces Report: Biophilic Design in the workplace

they increase the 
efficiency of math-
ematical tasks by 

20%

they reduce 
stress level by 

30%

they increase 
motivation by 

60%

they increase 
the efficiency 
of performing 
complex tasks by 

50%

they reduce 
sickness 
absenteeism.

+
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social swing
was developed according to the idea of biophilic 
design

wooden components

colours inspired by nature

eco-safe fabrics

FDAB FDAB finger 
joint solid 
oak

SN034 PA565 PA065 PA560 PA060

PA532 PA352 PA390 PA153 PA030

The range of products includes recycled fabrics, woollen 
fabrics and recyclable fabrics. All fabrics are available in 
a wide range of colours.
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wall section

A: fabric
B: absorbent material
C: support structure
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ROUND* DOUBLE SINGLE

estimated sound absorption  Avol [m
2] 

in relation to frequency [Hz]*

* results for a system of 4 swinging armchairs with 1 sofa

The high and wide walls provide effective sound screening – acoustic waves pen-
etrate into other areas of the office to a less extent and the range of talks is re-
duced. This allows for effective relaxation during breaks or comfortable conducting 
meetings in an informal atmosphere, during which the creativity of your team is not 
disturbed by noise. The structure is covered with a special sound absorbing foam 
which effectively reduces the noise level in the office and reduces reverberation time. 
Thanks to its large surface, the sound absorbing material used in Social Swing can 
effectively replace several wall panels.

attenuation absorption

acoustics

A meeting place in the office space, using Social Swing.
The structure of the walls and the roof is an obstacle to the propagation of acoustic waves – 
it effectively reduces the noise level and limits the range of conversations, providing great-
er comfort of meetings and relaxation.

A meeting place in the office space without acoustic solutions.
Acoustic waves propagate without any obstacles, there is noise in the office, conversa-
tions can be heard even at a long distance – this affects the concentration of office users.
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opinions of 
experts
Social Swing is a product that meets the necessary standards re-
lated to the structure and use of the product. It has undergone 
a number of tests, including those related to the strength of the 
furniture  and suspended seats structure.

The elements of the structure are made of appropriate materials 
certified and approved for marketing in the construction industry 
according to building law. The structure of the armchairs meets the 
requirements of standards for chairs, which makes the sitting and 
use comfortable.

In addition, each suspended armchair has a seat tilt lock, i.e. a spe-
cial nylon belt that prevents excessive inclination outside Social 
Swing, thus reducing the likelihood of collision with a person stand-
ing or walking near a Social Swing product, as well as between its 
users.

The provided certificates and solutions comply with all occupa-
tional health and safety standards and certify that this product 
can be safely used in public spaces.

Marcin Jarzyna
Chief Health and Safety Officer

The Social Swing Round furniture set with suspended armchairs complies with the 
most important requirements for office space designs from the perspective of cur-
rent sociological knowledge about collective work.

The requirement for an effective meeting is to enable a visual and audible interac-
tion to an optimal extent. The mutual interaction of interlocutors is ensured by the 
arrangement of seats in a circle. The Social Swing Round design helps create a nar-
rative of common benefits. Interlocutors can see one another in full size, which is not 
possible at conference tables. This signals greater openness and mutual acceptance. 
The pendulum movements of bodies on suspended seats act as illustrative gestures 
and express readiness to speak freely, allowing interlocutors to move away from the 
main thread of conversation and the method of distant associations. As a result, in-
terlocutors are more willing to use such creative thinking techniques as read-across.

The analysis of the communication situation allows us to conclude that the Social 
Swing Round furniture set has an impact on the smoothness of creative conversation 
and its democratic character. Indirectly, it makes the creative process flexible, which 
should be understood as the willingness of interlocutors to spontaneously change 
their ways of thinking. It is used to evaluate initial ideas, freely recall and reject vari-
ous evaluation categories.

dr Marek Chojnacki
university lecturer, researcher of creative processes, 

social communication specialist

„

„
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technical 
data
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social swing round technical data

Suspended armchair

Sound-absorbing 
upholstered panels

12 types of fabrics 
available in a wide 

range of colours

Lock

A nylon belt that limits 
the inclination of the 
suspended armchair

Floor

Finished with artificial 
turf and cover

Structure 
and slings

U570

U112

U164

U190

D3798

Tabletop:

• laminated board

white

• HPL

black

finger joint 
solid oak

• wood

Bench

16 types of fabrics 
available in a wide 

range of colours

FDAB

FORZ

• natural veneer

STRUCTURE
Metal structure, powder coated (structure) filled with HDF board, covered with foam and upholstered with fabric.

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR
Bucket made of coloured plywood. The cover on the seat and backrest is made of foam upholstered with fabric or leather. 
The armchair is secured with a nylon strap, attached to the floor, which limits tilt. The seat is hung on metal slings, powder 
coated, in the colour of the structure. Maximum load of one seat is 150 kg.

BENCH
Two-person bench made on the basis of a box structure, covered with foam and upholstered with fabric.

TABLE
Upholstered construction with a 1000 mm diameter top.

CEILING
The wooden structure placed on a metal frame, covered with foam, upholstered with fabric from the bottom, from the top 
with a standard wigofil (fabric for an extra charge).

FLOOR
Wooden structure placed on a steel frame, finished with a cover in the colour of the structure, and artificial grass.

TABLE

BENCH

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR

PaS

ScPi

ScPi

ScPi

ScPi

PaS
PaS

NaSi

NaOp

Op
Si

Op

Op
Si

SSR TB

RAL9010s

RAL7047s

RAL7045s

RAL7024s

RAL9005s

3600

2
20

0

3600

UPHOLSTERING POSSIBILITIES

1. ScPi fabric colour – vertical walls

2. PaS fabric colour – ceiling panels

3. Si+Op fabric colour – bench 

4. NaSi fabric colour – armchair seat cover

     NaOp fabric colour – backrest seat cover

5. SSR TB fabric colour – table base

net weight of 
the product: kg

700

pallet I

H: 2200
L: 800
W: 1100

gross weight: 
275 kg

pallet II

H: 1820
L: 1750
W: 700

gross weight: 
280 kg

pallet III

H: 1780
L: 800
W: 950

gross weight: 
270 kg

+ upholstered cover on 
seat and backrest
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social swing double technical data

Sound-absorbing 
upholstered panels

12 types of fabrics 
available in a wide 

range of colours

Lock

A nylon belt that limits 
the inclination of the 
suspended armchair

Floor

Finished with artificial 
turf and cover

STRUCTURE
Metal structure, powder coated (structure) filled with HDF board, covered with foam and upholstered with fabric.

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR
Bucket made of coloured plywood. The cover on the seat and backrest is made of foam upholstered with fabric or leather. 
The armchair is secured with a nylon strap, attached to the floor, which limits tilt. The seat is hung on metal slings, powder 
coated, in the colour of the structure. Maximum load of one seat is 150 kg.

TABLE
Table based on a metal, powder coated in the color of the structure.

CEILING
Metal structure, openwork in the middle, on  edges combined with a wooden structure. Foam-covered, upholstered with 
fabric from the bottom, from the top in standard wigofil (fabric for an extra charge).

FLOOR
Wooden structure placed on a steel frame, finished with a cover in the colour of the structure, and artificial grass.

TABLE

OPENWORK CEILING

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR

NaSi

NaOp

PaS
PaS

ScPiScPi

ScPiScPi

Structure 
and slings

RAL9010s

RAL7047s

RAL7045s

RAL7024s

RAL9005s

U570

U112

U164

U190

D3798

Tabletop:

• laminated board

white

• HPL

black

finger joint 
solid oak

• wood
Suspended armchair

FDAB

FORZ

• natural veneer

2700

2
20

0

1150

UPHOLSTERING POSSIBILITIES

1. ScPi fabric colour – vertical walls

2. PaS fabric colour – ceiling panels

3. NaSi fabric colour – armchair seat cover

     NaOp fabric colour – backrest seat cover

kg
net weight of 
the product:

360

pallet I

H: 2340
L: 920
W: 1160

gross weight: 
230 kg

pallet II

H: 2340
L: 920
W: 1160

gross weight: 
205 kg

+ upholstered cover on 
seat and backrest
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social swing single technical data

Sound-absorbing 
upholstered panels

12 types of fabrics 
available in a wide 

range of colours

Lock

A nylon belt that limits 
the inclination of the 
suspended armchair

Floor

Finished with artificial 
turf and cover

Suspended armchair

FDAB

FORZ

• natural veneer

Structure 
and slings

RAL9010s

RAL7047s

RAL7045s

RAL7024s

RAL9005s

STRUCTURE
Metal structure, powder coated (structure) filled with HDF board, covered with foam and upholstered with fabric.

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR
Bucket made of coloured plywood. The cover on the seat and backrest is made of foam upholstered with fabric or leather. 
The armchair is secured with a nylon strap, attached to the floor, which limits tilt. The seat is hung on metal slings, powder 
coated, in the colour of the structure. Maximum load of one seat is 150 kg.

CEILING
The wooden structure placed on a metal frame, covered with foam, upholstered with fabric from the bottom, from the top 
with a standard wigofil (fabric for an extra charge).

FLOOR
Wooden structure placed on a steel frame, finished with a cover in the colour of the structure, and artificial grass.

ScPi

ScPi

PaS

NaSi

NaOp

1195

2
20

0

1150

UPHOLSTERING POSSIBILITIES

1. ScPi fabric colour – vertical walls

2. PaS fabric colour – ceiling panels

3. NaSi fabric colour – armchair seat cover

     NaOp fabric colour – backrest seat cover

kg
net weight of 
the product:

170

pallet I

H: 2340
L: 840
W: 1170

gross weight: 
210 kg

+ upholstered cover on 
seat and backrest

SUSPENDED ARMCHAIR LOCK
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technical 
examinations
Gende nihit essi is eatquibust et acepudae nonsenda commos ulla-
bori occus, conest videleste et hil ipsam, non coresci magnis nieni-
miliqui adit, optio. Ut quid quis reprovitio quiatenda dolum autem 
dolorem dolessu ntendignatum fugia enienis magnis modit vo-
luptate et faccusdaero doles everat inciis magnihiliti is sero maio 
eatiunda natur, odio temoluptate nos comnit qui sant libus iuristio-
rum eaquam voluptas aut uta aritiss inctiam, si cumenimus natur 
sam quatempostis ipsum quiae nobit lignisi doloressunt fugitat.

technical 
examinations
Social Swing has been tested in terms of strength of the supporting 
steel structure, loads, stability, compliance with office product stan-
dards. The product is safe and complies with standards:

• PN-EN 581-1:2017_04,
• PN-EN 581-2:2016_02,
• PN-EN 1728:2012,
• PN-EN 16139:2013_07,
• PN-EN 12520:2016_02,
• PN-EN 1022:2019-03.
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Numerical analysis of social swing load-bearing structure

The full version of the numerical analysis of the social swing supporting structure is available for download at www.bejot.eu
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The full version of the numerical analysis of the social swing supporting structure is available for download at www.bejot.eu
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